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It is normally obvious to listeners whether a human vocalization is
intended to be heard as speech or song. However, the 2 signals are
remarkably similar acoustically. A naturally occurring boundary
case between speech and song has been discovered where
a spoken phrase sounds as if it were sung when isolated and
repeated. In the present study, an extensive search of audiobooks
uncovered additional similar examples, which were contrasted
with samples from the same corpus that do not sound like song,
despite containing clear prosodic pitch contours. Using functional
magnetic resonance imaging, we show that hearing these 2 closely
matched stimuli is not associated with differences in response of
early auditory areas. Rather, we find that a network of 8 regions,
including the anterior superior temporal gyrus (STG) just anterior to
Heschl’s gyrus and the right midposterior STG, respond more
strongly to speech perceived as song than to mere speech. This
network overlaps a number of areas previously associated with
pitch extraction and song production, confirming that phrases
originally intended to be heard as speech can, under certain
circumstances, be heard as song. Our results suggest that song
processing compared with speech processing makes increased
demands on pitch processing and auditory--motor integration.
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Introduction

When listening to musicals or opera it is trivial for listeners to

determine when a singer suddenly switches from speaking to

singing. However, the acoustical differences between song and

speech are subtle. Both consist of connected words produced

with a relatively smooth fundamental frequency contour. Both

are divided up into phrases that often correspond to a breath

group. The ends of phrases in both speech and song are marked

by final lengthening (Klatt 1975; Fant et al. 1991; Vaissière

1991; Venditti and van Santen 1998; Sundberg 2000) and final

lowering (Liberman and Pierrehumbert 1984; Connell and Ladd

1990; Herman 1996; Huron 1996; Prieto and Shih 1996;

Truckenbrodt 2004). Some of the few acoustic differences

between song and speech are the more isochronous rhythm

and greater fundamental frequency stability within each

syllable in song (Gerhard 2003; Lindblom and Sundberg 2007).

Speech and song are prototypical examples of language and

music, domains that have been used as a test bed for theories of

high-level brain organization. Results from neuropsychological

and neuroimaging studies have often been used to argue for

domain-specific representations and cortical processing mod-

ules (Peretz and Coltheart 2003; Peretz and Zatorre 2005).

However, such claims are bedeviled by the difficulty of

matching linguistic and musical stimuli across a variety of

perceptual and cognitive dimensions due to differences in

mechanisms of sound generation, segmental properties, and

semantic interpretation. This problem exists even when

comparing speech with song.

A naturally occurring boundary case between speech and

song was discovered by Deutsch (2003) and (Deutsch et al.

2011)—an ambiguous phrase that in context sounds like

speech but that when isolated and repeated sounds as if it

were being sung. The results of Deutsch et al. (2011) suggest

several hypotheses regarding the neural correlates of the

percept of song. The authors found that when subjects listened

to the illusory stimulus only once and were asked to repeat

what they heard the subjects spoke the phrase back and

produced fundamental frequencies that were, on average,

markedly lower than those of the original stimulus. If, howev-

er, the stimulus was repeated, the subjects sang the phrase

back, producing fundamental frequencies that were both

closer to those of the original recording and corresponded

more closely to musical intervals. These results imply that song

perception may entail both an increase in the salience of the

fundamental frequencies making up a perceived phrase and

a perceptual transformation of the fundamental frequencies,

matching them to expected statistical characteristics of music

(such as a predominance of intervals that are multiples of

a semitone). As a result, we would expect song perception to

be accompanied by an increase in response in regions

associated with pitch salience (e.g., the area encompassing

and just anterior to lateral Heschl’s gyrus, Patterson et al. 2002;

Warren et al. 2003; Brown et al. 2004; Puschmann et al. 2010)

and working memory for pitch (e.g., the supramarginal gyrus

[SMG], Gaab et al. 2003, 2006; Vines et al. 2006). (Pitch is the

perceptual correlate of sound periodicity and typically corre-

sponds to the fundamental frequency of a periodic sound.)

By an exhaustive search through an audiobook library, we

discovered 24 spoken phrases that, when excised and re-

peated, are perceived as song. Each song phrase was matched

with a control speech phrase spoken by the same speaker and

containing the same number of syllables that continued to be

perceived as speech when excised and repeated. Using this

stimulus set, we were able to make a particularly closely

controlled comparison between perception of language and

music (cf. Jeffries et al. 2003; Callan et al. 2006; Schön et al.

2010), analogous to comparisons using sine wave speech and

nonspeech (Möttönen et al. 2006). A number of acoustical

parameters were measured for these 2 groups of perceptually

chosen stimuli. The stimuli were then used in a functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment to determine
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which brain regions responded differentially and in common to

phrases perceived as speech and song.

Materials and Methods

Materials
All stimuli were collected with permission from audiobooks (via

audiobooksforfree.com and librivox.org). Twenty-four spoken phrases

that do, on average, sound like song when removed from context

and repeated and twenty-four that do not were found. Both speech

and song stimuli were taken from the same 3 male talkers in the

same proportions. All phrases were taken from passages that were

intended to be heard as speech by the readers rather than as song.

The semantic content of these phrases is listed in Supplementary

Table S1. Speech and song stimuli were closely matched on a number

of acoustic measures. Speech phrases had an average duration of

1305 ms, while song phrases had an average duration of 1431 ms.

Song and speech stimuli were matched for syllable length. The

average syllable rates, in syllables per second, of the song and speech

stimuli were 5.13 and 5.00, respectively. Song phrases had an average

median fundamental frequency of 141.75 Hz, while speech phrases

had an average median fundamental frequency of 134.83 Hz. Song and

speech phrases did not significantly differ along any of these

dimensions except that of average median fundamental frequency

according to the Mann--Whitney U test (P < 0.05). This difference is,

however, extremely small—less than one semitone—and is therefore

unlikely to be the source of the difference in the way in which the 2

sets of stimuli are perceived or any differences in brain response

found.

To ensure that people do, on average, hear the song stimuli as song

when repeated and the speech stimuli as speech when repeated

15 subjects in a pilot study were asked to listen to 8 repetitions of each

stimulus and indicate whether what they heard more closely resembled

speech or song. On average, song stimuli were heard more as song than

as speech by 12.67 subjects (standard deviation [SD] 1.52), while

speech stimuli were heard more as song than as speech by only

2.75 subjects (SD 1.62). The mean hit rate, therefore, was 0.845, while

the mean false alarm rate was 0.183. fMRI subjects were given the same

test prior to being scanned; to ensure that only subjects who actually

heard the illusion were tested, only subjects whose classifications

agreed with the predetermined song/speech classifications of at least

80% of the presented stimuli were scanned.

To ensure that the ‘‘song’’ and ‘‘speech’’ stimuli were matched on

phonetic content, we calculated frequency counts of every phoneme

appearing in the 2 classes of stimuli; the resulting raw data are shown in

Supplementary Table S2. A chi-square test was used to determine

whether the 2 phoneme distributions were significantly different; they

were not (chi-square = 53.0, P = 0.4). Moreover, to ensure that the song

and speech stimuli were matched in semantic content, we tabulated

the frequency counts of different parts of speech in the 2 classes of

stimuli. The resulting raw data are shown in Supplementary Table S3.

A chi-square test showed that the 2 distributions were not significantly

different (chi-square = 10.7, P = 0.1).

To examine the degree of fundamental frequency stability within

syllables, the onset and offset of each syllable were manually marked by

one of the authors while viewing the spectrograms in Praat. The

fundamental frequency contour of each phrase was then extracted

using Praat. Within each syllable, the sum of the absolute value of the

fundamental frequency distances (in semitones) between each time

point (one every 10 ms) was computed. This value was then divided by

the number of time points and multiplied by 100, giving the average

fundamental frequency change over the course of the syllable in

semitones per second.

To examine the possibility that the song stimuli contain more

regularly spaced stressed syllables, which could give rise to the

impression that they sound more rhythmic than the speech stimuli, we

marked each syllable as stressed or unstressed using the CMU

Pronouncing Dictionary, including both primary and secondary

stresses. The onset of the syllable, for the purpose of measuring

rhythm, was defined as the beginning of the vowel, which was marked

in Praat. For any phrase with at least 3 stressed syllables, we measured

the SD of the durations of the intervals between the onsets in order to

determine the extent to which stressed intervals were produced in

a regular rhythm.

Participants
Fourteen subjects (mean age 30.85 (9.18) years, 9 female) with normal

hearing and no history of neurological disorders participated in the

fMRI study. All subjects were monolingual speakers of English. Subjects

came from a wide variety of musical backgrounds: the subject with the

least amount of musical experience had played an instrument for only

1 year, while the most experienced subject had 37 years of musical

experience. On average, the subjects had 12.9 (9) years of musical

experience. All subjects gave informed written consent. Each subject

underwent four 512-s functional scans, at least one structural scan, and

an alignment scan (if the structural scan was collected in a different

session than the functional scan). No subjects were excluded because

of excessive head motion.

During functional imaging, stimuli were presented in 16-s blocks.

During each block, a single phrase was repeated with a 0.5-s

interstimulus interval as many times as possible within 16 s. Speech,

song, and silence blocks were presented in pseudorandom order.

Subjects were asked to listen carefully to each phrase and mentally

note whether the phrase sounded like speech or like song. Subjects

were not, however, asked to explicitly respond to the stimuli in any

way. Stimuli were delivered via CONFON headphones and a Denon

amplifier.

Data were acquired with a 1.5-T Avanto magnetic resonance imaging

scanner (Siemens) using a 12-channel head coil. This magnet is rather

quiet for an MRI scanner—82 dB—and this, along with the passive

damping offered by the CONFON headphones, allowed us to use

a continuous scanning protocol with minimal distracting acoustic

interference. MR slices were 3.2 mm thick, with an in-plane resolution

of 3.2 3 3.2 mm. A single scan took 516 s, with 258 single-shot echo

planar imaging images per slice (time repetition [TR] = 2 s, 24 slices,

time echo [TE] = 39 ms, flip angle = 90�, PACE). Stimulus presentation

began after the first 4 TRs, which were discarded, because recovered

longitudinal magnetization only reaches a steady state after multiple RF

pulses. Each of the 14 subjects underwent 4 functional scans.

Each subject’s cortical surface was reconstructed from at least one

separate structural scan (T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid

gradient echo, 1 3 1 3 1 mm, 176 slices, TR = 2730 ms, TE = 3.57 ms, flip

angle = 7�). Surface reconstruction was performed using FreeSurfer

(Dale et al. 1999; Fischl et al. 1999). If more than one structural image

was collected for a given subject, the 2 images were registered using

AFNI 3dvolreg and averaged prior to surface reconstruction.

The functional scans were registered to the higher resolution

structural scan in native space using a boundary-based registration

method (Greve and Fischl 2009; bbregister). Statistical analysis was

carried out using AFNI (Cox 1996). After being concatenated, the

functional scans were motion corrected using AFNI’s 3dvolreg

function. Images were registered to the middle of the last functional

run (the closest to the T1-weighted alignment scan). This registration

results in 6 estimated motion parameters.

Blood oxygen level--dependent responses were analyzed using AFNI’s

3dDeconvolve and 3dREMLfit, which uses multiple linear regression to

estimate the extent to which each voxel’s time series data fits the

predicted hemodynamic response, which was generated by convolving

the experimental design with a 2-parameter gamma function. A qua-

dratic polynomial was used to model the baseline, and boundaries

between concatenated scans were respected (hemodynamic responses

were not allowed to cross them). We carried out 3 general linear model

tests: song versus baseline, speech versus baseline, and song versus

speech.

Group averaging was performed by sampling first level individual

subject 3D parameter estimates onto each individual’s folded cortical

surface, performing 10 steps of surface-based smoothing (equivalent

to a surface-based kernel of ~3 mm full-width at half-maximum),

inflating each subject’s reconstructed surface to a sphere, and then

aligning it to the FreeSurfer spherical atlas average using a vertex-

by-vertex measure of sulcal depth. After calculating second level
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group statistics, results were then painted back onto a single subject’s

surface for viewing.

To correct for multiple comparisons, we used surface-based cluster-

size exclusion for the group-averaged data with an initial surface-

vertexwise threshold of P < 0.005. Any brain response within a cluster

containing fewer vertices was excluded. AFNI’s ALPHASIM (Ward

2000), adapted for use with cortical surface-based statistics (Hagler

et al. 2006), was used to ensure that these thresholds resulted in

corrected P values of <0.05 across the cortex.

Results

Song stimuli were marked by a higher degree of fundamental

frequency stability within syllables than speech stimuli. The

mean rate of fundamental frequency change within song

syllables was 27.6 (25.3) semitones per second, while the

mean rate of fundamental frequency change within speech

syllables was 40 (23.1) semitones per second: t-test, P <

0.0001. Song stimuli contained a slight trend for stressed

syllables to be separated by more regular intervals. The

average SD of interstress intervals for song stimuli was

0.0995 (0.0539) and for speech stimuli was 0.1232 (0.0554).

This trend was, however, not significant according to Student’s

t-test (P = 0.1734).

The song stimuli versus nonstimulus baseline comparison

elicited bilateral responses in the superior temporal plane, the

precentral and postcentral gyri, the middle temporal gyrus

(MTG), and the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), as well as a response

on the left SMG (Fig. 1). The speech stimuli versus nonstimulus

baseline comparison elicited bilateral responses in the superior

temporal plane and the postcentral gyri, as well as responses in

the left inferior frontal cortex, left precentral gyrus (PCG), and

right MTG.

The intersubject surface-based average song versus speech

subtraction is shown in Figure 2. In both hemispheres, there

was increased response associated with song perception along

the anterior temporal plane considerably anterior to Heschl’s

gyrus and on a small patch of cortex on the MTG. In addition,

there was extensive response on the left SMG, the right

posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG), and the left IFG.

Finally, there was significant response on the inferior PCG in

the right hemisphere but only a small equivalent on the left.

(Talairach coordinates of the areas showing greater response in

the song condition, as compared with the speech condition,

are listed in Supplementary Table S4.) No areas were found to

be significantly more activated by the speech stimuli than by

the song stimuli.

Discussion

A closely controlled set of naturally occurring song-like versus

speech-like stimuli was used to uncover areas involved in

processing specifically musical pitch. Both of these stimuli

evoked robust responses in auditory language-associated areas.

Since both song and speech stimuli consisted of speech, they

both contained similar stretches of prosodic contours that

were matched for syllable duration, syllable rate, and utterance

duration. Both stimuli consisted of semantically meaningful

short phrases.

The song stimuli were characterized by slightly more stable

fundamental frequency contours within syllables. At first

glance, it might appear plausible that this acoustic difference

could be driving the differences in brain response we find

between conditions. Consistently, however, many previous

studies have shown that stimuli with a greater amount of pitch

variation lead to increased response in auditory cortex,

particularly in lateral Heschl’s gyrus and just anterior along

the planum polare (Griffiths et al. 2001; Zatorre and Belin 2001;

Patterson et al. 2002; Brown et al. 2004). We, on the other

hand, found that no regions were more highly responsive to

speech than to song. Moreover, increased response for song did

not lead to an increase in response in primary auditory cortex,

confirming that the differences in the patterns of brain

response elicited by the 2 classes of stimuli were not the

result of simple low-level acoustic differences. Instead, we

argue that both the song percept and the difference in brain

response between conditions were driven by higher level

musical regularities inherent in the song stimuli, regularities

that cannot be detected unless fundamental frequency

contours are sufficiently stable within syllables. Further

evidence for this view is supplied by Deutsch et al. (2011),

who found that the perception of a repeated spoken phrase as

song does not take place if the order of the syllables is

randomized, suggesting that the effect cannot stem from the

acoustic characteristics of individual syllables but instead must

find its source in some acoustic regularity spanning at least

several syllables. According to this view, therefore, the

presence of stable fundamental frequency contours within

syllables may be necessary, but not sufficient, for the elicitation

of a song percept.

Five foci were more responsive to song than to speech

(Fig. 2) and were significantly more responsive in the song

condition than the ‘‘silence’’ condition (scanner noise). These

foci include areas on the anterior superior temporal gyrus

bilaterally (aSTG), right midposterior superior temporal gyrus

Figure 1. (A) Between-subjects surface-based average showing greater response
for song versus nonstimulus baseline. (B) Between-subjects surface-based average
showing greater response for speech versus nonstimulus baseline.

Figure 2. Between-subjects surface-based average showing greater response for
song versus speech stimuli.
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(pSTG), right lateral PCG, MTG bilaterally, left SMG, and left

IFG. One additional song versus speech focus on the left SMG

did not appear in the song versus OFF condition. These 7 foci

can be broadly divided into areas likely involved in pitch

processing (aSTG, pSTG, SMG, and MTG) and areas involved in

vocalization and auditory--motor integration (PCG, SMG, and

IFG). The most important implications of our results are as

follows. First, our results therefore suggest that one important

difference between song and speech processing is the in-

creased demands that song processing makes on both pitch

processing and motor processing. Moreover, as we do not find

any areas to be more highly responsive to speech than to song,

our results imply that, overall, song perception makes greater

demands on neural resources than does speech perception.

Finally, our pattern of results is strikingly similar to that found

by previous studies of song perception and production. Studies

of song perception have found increased response in aSTG,

pSTG, MTG, and SMG (Gelfand and Bookheimer 2003; Hickok

et al. 2003; Callan et al. 2006; Schön et al. 2010), while studies

of song production have found increased response in pSTG,

PCG, MTG, SMG, and IFG (Riecker et al. 2000; Jeffries et al.

2003; Brown et al. 2004; Callan et al. 2006; Özdemir et al. 2006).

Therefore, our results provide neural evidence that the

ambiguous speech/song stimuli reported by Deutsch (2003)

truly result in song perception, a claim that was previously

supported only by behavioral data (Deutsch et al. 2011). The

following paragraphs discuss each responsive area in greater

detail.

Our main contrast was linked to a strong bilateral response

in an aSTG region just anterior to lateral Heschl’s gyrus (focus

A in Fig. 2). Lateral Heschl’s gyrus has long been associated with

pitch perception (e.g., Patterson et al. 2002; Warren et al.

2003); recent experiments manipulating pitch salience have

not, however, consistently replicated this finding. For example,

Hall and Plack (2009) found that only iterated ripple noise

stimuli—but not Huggins pitch and a pure tone in noise—led to

increased response in lateral Heschl’s gyrus, while Puschmann

et al. (2010) found that increased pitch salience in Huggins

pitch, binaural band pitch, and pure tones in noise were all

associated with increased response in lateral Heschl’s gyrus.

Our focus was slightly more anterior, in an area that has been

shown to be responsive to sequences of changing pitches

(Patterson et al. 2002; Brown et al. 2004) and sequences of

changing pure tones (Zatorre and Belin 2001). As noted earlier,

however, our song stimuli actually featured a smaller degree of

fundamental frequency variation within syllables than did the

speech stimuli. Rather than detecting simple pitch changes,

therefore, this region may be responsible for the detection of

pitch patterns extending across multiple different notes or

syllables. This region may not be purely ‘‘musical’’; a recent

study (Dick et al. 2011) showed that in the left hemisphere, an

anterior STG focus (slightly posterior to focus A) showed

sensitivity to subjects’ relative expertise in perceiving and

producing a given sound class. Here, fMRI responses in actors

were greater for speech than violin music, but in violinists,

fMRI responses were greater for violin music than for speech.

Our contrast was also linked to response in a midposterior

STG area in the right hemisphere (focus B). This region is

responsive to speech sounds (Binder et al. 2000) and shows

increased response when the number of channels used to

noise-vocode speech stimuli is increased, thereby increasing

intelligibility (Scott et al. 2006). A difference in response was

also found in this area bilaterally to 2 musical sounds that

differed in timbre (Menon et al. 2002). Several studies have,

however, found larger response in the right hemisphere than in

the left hemisphere in this area when musical stimuli are

compared with speech stimuli (Gelfand and Bookheimer 2003;

Schön et al. 2010) or when subjects are asked to sing rather

than speak (Callan et al. 2006; Özdemir et al. 2006). Therefore,

our results, combined with previous findings, suggest that in

both hemispheres, this area may be responsible for processing

a variety of complex sounds, but in the right hemisphere, it may

be biased toward pitch processing, as opposed to spectral

processing.

Our contrast was also linked to response in 2 adjacent

inferior parietal areas, one of which (focus E) responded in our

song versus silence contrast and the other of which (focus F)

did not. Together, these areas reach from the anterior-most

part of the SMG (at the border of the Sylvian fissure) to the

posterior-most part at the intersection with the intraparietal

sulcus. These foci have been associated with working memory

for pitch. Gaab et al. (2003), for example, found that the left

SMG responded when subjects performed a short-term pitch

memory task, while Gaab et al. (2006) found that subjects who

were better able to learn a pitch memory task showed a larger

increase in response in the left SMG while performing the same

task. Moreover, Vines et al. (2006) found that stimulating the

left SMG with transcranial magnetic stimulation led to a de-

crease in performance on a pitch memory task. Our subjects

reported hearing the fundamental frequencies in the song

stimuli as being drawn from diatonic scales. Performing this

transformation may draw upon short-term memory for pitch, as

subjects would need to hold pitches in short-term memory in

order for the set of pitches as a whole to be matched to the

closest diatonic scale model and perceptually distorted. Our

finding of an increase in left SMG response supports this

hypothesis. Overall, our finding of an increase in response in

the left SMG, the aSTG bilaterally, and the right pSTG, all of

which have been repeatedly linked to pitch processing,

strongly suggests that song perception compared with speech

perception puts greater demands on the neural resources

underlying pitch perception.

The left SMG has also been linked to vocal auditory--motor

integration. The left SMG responds when subjects are asked to

both perceive and produce speech and song (Hickok et al.

2003) and when singers and speakers are presented with

altered feedback (Hashimoto and Sakai 2003; Toyomura et al.

2007; Zarate and Zatorre 2008). It has been suggested that this

area performs auditory--motor integration, closing an auditory--

motor feedback loop (Hickok and Sakai 2007). Moreover, this

area may be specifically tuned to vocal auditory--motor

integration—when skilled pianists were asked to listen to

novel melodies and imagine either humming or playing them

on a keyboard, the area was more active for the humming than

for the playing condition (Pa and Hickok 2008).

Our main contrast also led to bilateral increased response in

the lateral PCG (focus C), which extended much more medially

in the right hemisphere. This area lies within the cortical

region thought to contain mouth motor and/or premotor

representations. It remains somewhat unclear, however, where

the motor representations of the different parts of the vocal

apparatus are located, both with respect to each other and with

respect to structural landmarks, as only in recent years has this

issue begun to be investigated using brain imaging techniques
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(Brown et al. 2007; Olthoff et al. 2009; Takai et al. 2010). While

it is safe to say, therefore, that this area is a motor area

containing a representation of some part of the mouth/vocal

apparatus, exactly which part is represented remains some-

what unclear (with possibilities including the facial, labial,

pharyngeal, laryngeal, jaw, and tongue muscles). An increase in

response in this region may indicate that song perception is

linked to an increased tendency to covertly vocalize along with

stimuli, perhaps indicating a stronger auditory--motor coupling

than that found during speech perception.

Previous studies directly comparing song and speech

production have found conflicting results regarding whether

the resulting response in primary motor cortex is bilateral or

biased toward one of the hemispheres (Riecker et al. 2000;

Brown et al. 2004; Özdemir et al. 2006). Özdemir et al. (2006)

note that hemispheric lateralization of song and speech has

only been found when covert tasks have been used, while overt

song- and speech-production tasks have led to bilateral

responses; our findings fit this pattern.

Our contrast was also linked to response in a region in the

left IFG (focus G). Increased response in the IFG has been

found when subjects perform song production tasks, both

covert (Riecker et al. 2000) and overt (Özdemir et al. 2006).

Our finding of increased response in this region, along with the

lateral PCG and SMG—all of which have been repeatedly

shown to be involved in vocal motor production—strongly

suggests that song perception, in the absence of any explicit

task, is linked to an increased demand on motor processing.

This increased reliance on motor processing during song

perception, as opposed to speech perception, may result from

subjects covertly initiating synchronized movement to the

stimuli that were perceived as musical. This possibility is

consistent with the interpretation of the dorsal auditory

pathway advanced by Warren et al. (2005), who suggested

that a pathway leading from the posterior superior temporal

plane to frontal areas is responsible for preparing motor

responses to incoming auditory information.

Finally, our contrast was also linked to bilateral response in

a region in the MTG (focus D). Although there is no consensus

regarding the function of this region, it has been shown to

respond bilaterally in several other studies using auditory

stimuli, including speech syllables (Jäncke et al. 2002) and

noise-vocoded speech (Warren et al. 2006). Increased response

has also been reported in this area for sung words as compared

with spoken words (Schön et al. 2010), for spoken words as

compared with environmental sounds (Dick et al. 2007), and

for song production as compared with speech production

(Jeffries et al. 2003). Interestingly, in a possible macaque

monkey homologue of this region, Barnes and Pandya (1992)

showed interdigitated auditory and visual inputs (e.g., their

Fig. 4).

We interpret our findings as indicating the neural substrates

of song perception. An alternative interpretation of our results

is that they are driven in part by the resolution of auditory

ambiguity, as the song stimuli are more perceptually ambiguous

than the speech stimuli. While the possibility that auditory

ambiguity is influencing our results cannot be entirely ruled

out, previous work comparing ambiguous auditory stimuli with

acoustically matched unambiguous auditory stimuli has

revealed response patterns that only slightly overlap with our

results. For example, Benson et al. (2006) presented subjects

with sine wave speech containing phonetic content and

acoustically matched nonspeech stimuli. The 2 types of stimuli,

therefore, differed in both ambiguity and presence of phonetic

content. Sine wave speech stimuli led to a bilateral response in

2 areas on the superior temporal sulcus overlapping with the

MTG. This overlaps somewhat with the MTG response we find

to song stimuli. The responses we find in this area may,

therefore, be driven by auditory ambiguity, but our findings

elsewhere more likely result from song perception.

In summary, we delineated a cerebral network responsible

for processing song using 2 sets of naturalistic spoken phrases

matched on a number of acoustic dimensions; subjects

reported that one set was heard as song when repeated, while

the other was heard as speech. Despite minimal acoustic

differences between the 2 sets of stimuli, a network of brain

regions associated with the perception and production of pitch

sequences showed greater response when subjects listened to

the song stimuli, as compared with the speech stimuli. This

network consisted of areas responsible for the detection of

complex pitch patterns and areas responsible for vocal motor

processing. Our results delineate a potential neural substrate

for the perceptual transformation of speech into song.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary material can be found at: http://www.cercor.

oxfordjournals.org/
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